The Assembly Committee is to be commanded on yesterday's speaker, Father Gustave Weigal, S.J. This renowned Jesuit, speaking on the Ecumenical Movement, brought authority and humor to the subject much in the minds of all Christians.

There were, of course, a few students who had trouble amusing themselves in such intellectual circles. Little can be done about these few except to put them in a Cry Room with an adult supervisor.

---

WIN TRIP TO BERMUDA

The Ohio-Kentucky Region of the NFCGS is sponsoring a trip to BERMUDA (all expenses paid), or $215.00 in cash. If you happen to be the lucky winner, you can spend the last 6 days of your Easter vacation sunning yourself on a Bermuda beach (April 23-29). Chances are only 50¢ each, and you can get them from Judy Dill, Joanne Vigne, Donny Marcir, and others. The drawing is March 13th.

---

PYGMALION PRESENTED SUNDAY

For the second time in Marian's 25-year career, the Players and the Drama department take great pleasure in presenting W. S. Gilbert's masterpiece, "Pygmalion and Galatea." Curtain time is 8:15 in our auditorium this Sunday evening, February 25th. The first time the play was presented (in May of 1950) one of the characters went on to greater heights in her service to the school -- she is now the head of the French Department.

---

HELP!

The Biology department is in desperate need of cages (for the rats). If you have any cages laying around the house, please bring them in. The overcrowded, and swiftly multiplying rats will appreciate your generosity. Hamster cages, bird cages, any kind of cages.

---

BAKE SALE TODAY

11:00 --
Cafeteria

---

40 HRS. SERVERS!

All of the self-sacrificing young men who signed up for 40 hours adoration are reminded to check their lists posted in the Men's Lounge and on the main bulletin board, to keep the time for which you volunteered fresh in your mind.

---

HUMAN DIGNITY

There is a vast difference between a defense of the essential dignity of the individual, made as he is to the image and likeness of God, and the claim that he may live and work as he pleases regardless of the social circumstances surrounding his actions. God not only created man as an individual, but He also decreed that he would spend his years in a human society. "Our relationships with our fellow men place obligations upon us which are needed for the very perfecting of ourselves as individuals."

---

William J. Smith, S.J.
SPORTS

This Saturday evening at 8:00 in the Marian Gym, the Knights will attempt to defeat the Hoosier College Conference champions-the Anderson Ravens. The Ravens are one of the better small college teams in the state. Anderson with a 14-5 record has one of the state's leading scorer's in Ken Strawn, who is averaging over 25 points a game. The gam ought to be exciting as Anderson just beat Indiana Central last Tuesday 82-78 in overtime and Marian lost to Indiana Central in double overtime 77-75 just three weeks ago.

All you potential Mickey Mantle and Roger Maris get your cleats off the hook in the garage, find your mitt which you hid from your little brother last summer, because in a couple of weeks Mr. Field will be notifying the male student body that America's most popular sport has begun. All you need is a one point (1.00) average and little spare time.

Dick Phillips and Allen Lighteman would like to complete the first round pairings of the Ping Pong tourney by next Thursday so that they can begin the second round pairings and complete the tourney before the school year ends.

With 40% of the starting line-up of the Maidens out with injuries, Indiana Normal upset the patched up Maidens-45-40 in a badly officiated game. This last opinion belongs to our biased editor A.M.H., who believes all the blame lost by the Maidens are caused by the officials.

The CARBON congratulates Rita Moeller--Anna Pat Palmer--Lady Thieß who were recently chosen for these leading roles in the "King and I."

Scraps 'n' Stuff

Well, here we are with a big blank space for a change, so we'll try our best to fill it up with something.

We can't help but wonder where my conservative friends on campus are hiding. We thought sure that they would strike back after reading Mr. Bowman's letter. We are prepared to give them equal space.

The editorial staff (although not making a conscious effort in this regard) could not help but notice a number of people engaged in very childish actions at yesterday's assembly. If Father Wignall could not command their attention, the situation is very bad indeed.

Notice anything different about this week's CARBON? We didn't mention the MIXED LOUNGE once. (OOPS)

Yearbook Ads are still being accepted by the Marian staff. We don't think too many have been sold, because the yearbook hasn't even taken the CARBON editor's hurt feelings yet. (Our feelings are hurt easily).

Do we need new bifocals or is BYRON DECOURSEY losing weight? -- TOM CASBRILY -- you lose!

Well, we hope that this new column served its purpose. If it didn't I guess I can be replaced.

J. D. M.

***

Although there is no resemblance between the general attitude at Marian and yesterday's assembly speaker, both remind this writer of the closing words on the old Omnibus show: "The world stretches out on every side, no wider than the heart is wide. Above the earth stretches out the sky, no higher than the soul is high."

***

DIRT IS METER OUT OF PLACE

Jam belongs in a jar.

But when it's on a baby's face
It's dirt-so there you are